Academic Learner Fishbone Root Cause Analysis #2

Negative self concept perpetuated by
racism/oppression/past experiences

Students already feel they have
been devalued by or unseen
being put in CP classes relative to
honors

CP label is devaluing and
implies 'not learning'

Students who have had bad
experience in life/work/school need
more motivation and affirmation to
see themselves as skilled learners

Lack of teacher
accountability/ process

Lack of teachers of color/reflective
of students

Stereotyping/lack of
info

Teachers sterotype kids and
don't know who they are
Teachers who perpetuate an
unsafe environment re not
properly 'punished' held
accountable

CP students majority of color,
but teachers are not
Is this true? CP Students need
proportionally more support but
don't get it

Students no feeling
motivated

Students are more likely to
be distrustful of
school/teachers based on
past bad experience that
start of feeling 'on guard'

Teachers often don't match
cultural/racial/class
background of students
"CP Student" needs to
be unpacked - do we
know who they are?

Teachers and students
are not reflective of each
other race, gener,
socio-economics

Problem Statement: Students in CP
classes feel unsafe and disconnected
from teachers
Very clear and constant comparison
between wha happens in CP and in
Honors classes

Students are stuck being in
these classes have no control,
problem perpetuates

System tells teachers that these
students are 'hard' and thus don't
push themselves as hard to reach
them

Student behavior is
handled by teacher
inappropriately/not
properly
Teachers not supported
to learn how to engage
CP students

Little social pressure ot
show brillinace/skills in
devalued environment

Students see that harder work and their
brilliance will not be noticed and will still be
stereotyped. Thus they put their efforts
elsewhere where they feel they will be
recognized.

Powerlessness that
comes with closed
system

Student behavior is
handled by teacher
imaproprietly/not properly

Teachers lack cultural proficiency

CP students are in
isolated cohort

Teachers see classes as less
'important' or 'potential' than honors
classes. Don't put in effort.

Teacher mindset

Students feel vulnerable because it
seems like teachers can do or say
anything to them, thus keep their guard
up and asking to take intellectual "risks"
in an unsafe space is really difficult

Teacher Preparation

lack of curriculum that reflects
students/relevance to world
Why opt into honors? Why
not have to opt out?

Characteristics and curriculum of the CP class

